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Abstract
This paper presents a new design of a smart ring with motion actuators made of a shape memory
alloy (SMA). The mechanical properties of the SMA actuator were investigated at room (25 °C)
and high (90 °C) temperatures to better understand its characteristics. The results show that the
smart ring with an SMA not only shows good stability and rapid effectiveness in the vibration
control of the test shell, but observably eliminates the nonlinear vibration characteristics due to
contact and rubbing between the ring and shell during the heating process. The smart ring also
shows excellent performance in the isolation of transient vibration resulting from impact or
random loads. With regard to impact loads, the response peak value can reduce by 57.4% in most
cases, while the value is 38.7% for random excitations. The study shows the feasibility of using
the SMA material for potential applications of vibration tuning the casings of aero-engines.
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1. Introduction

The tendency for designing thin-wall casings for modern
aero-engines contributes to the mode frequency’s dense and
geometric nonlinearity. It is difficult for these shells to com-
pletely avoid resonance in actual operating conditions with
unpredicted excitation loads, which may lead to cracks,
deformation or fatigue fractures on the casing. At the same
time, the excitation transmitted from the rotor will cause
vibration of the casing and its connection structures. It is
necessary to efficiently control the vibration of the casing and
prevent the vibration from transmitting further. Therefore, the
effective vibration control of casings under broadband,
complicated, and nonlinear excitation is one of the key issues
of aero-engine design.

There are currently several techniques for achieving
vibration control [1]; passive control, active control, and
semi-active control. Passive control, which possesses high

reliability, is widely applied in practice [2–8]. For example,
Abbas et al [9] adopted granular damping technologies with
metal swarf to suppress vibrations in a hollow aluminum
beam. However, this is limited in the control of complex
vibrations due to its narrow controllable frequency range.
Another technique used is active control. There are several
devices that can achieve active control, such as the active
variable system (AVS) [10] and the active support system
(ASS) [11], and they have better effects and adaptability than
passive control. Unfortunately, the requirements of active
control for external power and control procedures may pre-
vent its application for complex vibration situations. Another
candidate is the semi-active control technique, which assim-
ilates the remarkable effect of active control and the high
reliability of passive control. Mass and damping control
systems [12], the variable stiffness control system [13, 14]
and variable dampers [15] which require intelligent sensors
and drivers, are the most common semi-active controls [1].
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By manufacturing them into smart devices, smart materials
satisfy the requirements of semi-active control and achieve
effective monitoring and control of the vibration. Shape
memory alloy (SMA) is one of these smart materials and is
extensively used on account of its excellent mechanical
properties [16–20].

Arne Ölander first discovered an SMA in 1932 [21]. The
importance of shape memory materials was not recognised
until William Buehler and Frederick Wang revealed the shape
memory effect in a nickel–titanium alloy in 1962 [22]. Ever
since then, the demand for SMAs has been growing in
numerous fields, such as structures and composites [23],
automotive [24], and aerospace [25–28]. Yuse et al [29]
controlled the vibration of a cantilevered beam by taking
advantage of the recovery force characteristic of SMAs.
Suzuki and Kagawa [30] utilized the H-infinity theory to
control the vibration of a cable made of an SMA. Chen [31]
used the classical algorithm for linear optimal control to drive
the SMA wires of solar panels. Zhang et al [32] and Ma et al
[33] made SMA wires into metal rubber (MR) and focused on
the dynamic mechanical behavior of MR in vibration control.
In addition, austenitic SMA exhibits hyperelastic character-
istics, which are utilized to design various kinds of dampers
with excellent performance [34, 35]. However, previous work
mainly focuses on the microstructures and the analysis of the
phase transformation of threadlike SMA materials, and pay
less attention to performance tests of the macro-mechanical
characteristics of large-sized SMA materials [36–41], and no
attempt has been made to evaluate the potential of the smart
ring as a platform for shell semi-active control applications.
The work presented in this paper aims at understanding the
feasibility of using SMA smart ring devices with big recovery
forces using temperature as a control parameter, with a series
of tests carried out on a custom test rig.

2. Description of the SMA smart ring

Figure 1 shows the structures and components of the SMA
smart ring with SMA actuators made from Ti50Ni41Cu9 [42].
The outer ring acts as a frame to connect both the inner ring
and the SMA actuator by bolts. The SMA actuators contribute
to the power part and generate the mechanical recovery force
applied on the shell through deformation which can be con-
trolled by thermal loading. The inner ring is a ninety degree
arc comprised of one thick steel sheet and one thin MR [43–
46] sheet. The dimensions of the smart ring are shown in
figure 1(b). In order to study the influence of the structure of
the inner rings on the mechanical behaviors of the shell and to
verify the validity of the steel–MR inner ring, two additional
different inner rings were built, namely a steel inner ring and
an MR inner ring, which have the same overall size as the
steel–MR inner ring.

The vibration tuning mechanism of the SMA smart ring
can be described as reinforced constraining layer damping
[47–49]. Once the SMA actuators are heated, the SMA smart
ring generates a contracting stress on the shell, leading to a
stiffness increment in the shell, thus the vibration of the shell

is suppressed [50, 51]. At the same time, the constraining
layer damping structure comes into action since the MR sheet
(damping layer), which is a kind of high damping material
[52–54], is sandwiched between the shell and the steel plate
(constraining layer). As a result, the vibration energy dis-
sipation mechanism of the SMA smart ring is achieved by dry
friction energy dissipation through the shear deformation of
the MR sheet. In the same manner, the transient vibration of
the shell resulting from an impact or random loads can be
isolated, benefiting from the contraction and damping of the
smart ring.

The manufacture of the SMA actuators can be summar-
ized as two steps, namely heat setting and two-way shape
memory training (see figure 2). The SMA plates have a length
of 110 mm, a width of 10 mm and a thickness of 1 mm, and
the distance between the two holes as shown in figure 2(a) is
90 mm. The SMA plates were forced into a U-shape by dis-
torting and fastening them with special tooling. The U-shaped
plates obtained were heated at 500 °C for 60 min and then
cooled to room temperature. After heat setting, the distance
between the two holes was 20 mm and would not vary any-
more. Finally, two-way shape memory training was carried

Figure 1. Diagram of the SMA smart ring. (a) The structure of the
SMA smart ring. (b) The dimensions of the smart ring.
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out on the U-shaped plates and repeated 50 times to acquire a
stable variation (14 mm) for the distance of the two holes
between the heating and cooling process, i.e. 32 mm for
heating and 46 mm for cooling. The transformation tem-
perature of the Ti50Ni41Cu9 SMA was obtained by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC-Setaram Instrumentation, labSys
Evo). The DSC analysis was carried out using a heating rate
of 10 °C min−1. The results of the thermal analysis are shown
in figure 3.

3. Quasi-static test of the SMA actuator

The quasi-static test of the SMA actuator was carried out on
the test rig shown in figure 4. The actuator was assembled on
an Instron machine (WDW3100 made by the China Chang-
chunkexin Company) with a special clamping tool, to ensure
that the actuator would not suffer any preload at the begin-
ning, and as a result, the distance of the two holes is 46 mm
before the experiment. In addition, the test rig is equipped
with a temperature control system and force transducer. The
temperature control system is made of a proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) temperature controller and quartz lamps
which provide heat that changes the temperature of the SMA
actuators. Furthermore, in order to make sure that the actuator
is heated equally, an insulated enclosure with heat-insulated
cotton and two pieces of mica board is used. The temperature
of the SMA actuators can reach 90 °C when heated, and
cooling to room temperature is achieved by shutting off the
heat source. The recovery force of the actuator is obtained by
the force transducer (measuring range: 0–7.5 kN). The test
was repeated several times to study the stability of the
actuator recovery force over time.

The results of the first seven cycles of the experiment are
shown in figure 5. It is worth noting that the recovery force
can reach a high level while the size of the actuator is limited,

Figure 2. Scheme of the manufacture process of the SMA actuators.
(a) SMA plates; (b) the SMA plates are mechanically fixed into a
U-shape; (c) heat setting the U-shaped SMA plate; (d) two-way
shape memory training.

Figure 3. DSC curves for the shape memory alloy.

Figure 4. Quasi-static test rig for the SMA actuator.

Figure 5. Time history curve for the recovery force of an SMA
actuator.
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mostly because of the special U-shaped design of the SMA
actuator. The value of the recovery force tends to quickly
stabilize at 1280 N with a slight decrease, showing good
stability of the actuators, which guarantees the consistency of
all of the experiments.

4. Shell test experimental setup

The shell test rig includes a support, the test shell (size: f
185×300×1 mm), soft springs, the SMA smart ring, the
vibration measurement unit, and a temperature control sys-
tem, which is the same as that used in the quasi-static test of
the SMA actuator (figure 6). The shell is cantilevered and
fixed on a rigid support by its fixture fringe on one side, while
the other side is fitted with the SMA smart ring by using soft
springs to keep the ring separated from the shell at room
temperature. Moreover, the smart ring is installed without a
preload, which means that the distance between the two holes
in the SMA actuator is 46 mm, the same as in the quasi-static
test. One more thing to note is that the position of the smart
ring is fixed for the course of the whole experiment, as
represented in figures 6 and 7. A shaker (Model 50 made by
MB Dynamics) is equipped to excite the shell at spot E

opposite point 3 (shown in figure 8 as ). The vibration
amplitude of the shaker is controlled through the shaker
amplifier (SL500VCF made by MB Dynamics) ranging
between 0.01 and 0.2 mm (peak to peak), and the excitation
frequency is controlled by a signal generator (DG1022 made
by RIGOL).

The displacement of the shell is mainly measured by a
scanning vibrometer (PSV-400, made by Polytec) set up on
the ground, as shown in figure 7. The vibrometer is used to
detect the signal of multiple points on the shell synchronously
by setting lots of measuring points in a net format (see
figure 8). The point P (shown as ) in the middle of the
left boundary of the net is the main point for measurement
during the vibration response control experiment. An eddy
current motion probe (3300XL 5/8 mm made by Bently,
sensitivity of 7.87 Vmm−1), magnetically fixed on the
foundation, is arranged at point P inside the shell for the
modal experiment.

In addition, during the vibration isolation experiment, ten
points (shown as in figure 8) evenly distributed along 180
degrees of the circumference are picked up. Points 3 and 8 are
at the same position circumferentially as the midpoint of the
inner ring. However, points 1, 5, 6 and 10 are out of the range
of the inner ring in the circumferential direction.

Figure 6. Test rig for the shell with SMA smart ring.

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the test system.

Figure 8. Distribution of measure points.
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5. Results and discussion

5.1. Inherent properties of the shell

5.1.1. Without the smart ring. A modal experiment was built
to detect the inherent properties of the test shell using the
hammering method.

Table 1 shows that there are three natural frequencies
with the mode shapes m=3, 2 and 4 within 600 Hz. As a
result of the large spacing between the first three natural
frequencies of the shell, the feasibility of the experiment is
guaranteed.

5.1.2. With the smart ring. An inherent properties experiment
was carried out with the smart ring kept tightened by heating.
Meanwhile the other two kinds of smart rings with steel or
MR inner ring were also tested.

Figure 9 and table 2 illustrate the transfer function and
modal frequencies of the shell with the smart ring. For the
steel–MR smart ring, all three modal frequencies are observed
to have decreased. This decrement is on account of the added
mass and damping of the ring, while the influence of the
added stiffness due to the constraint of the smart ring is
smaller. In addition to the frequency 330 Hz (m=3), a new
frequency 351 Hz appears with the same mode shape, which
is considered to be as a result of the impact of the asymmetry
of constraint of the smart ring. Furthermore, the amplitude of
all three resonant frequencies is reduced significantly.
Through comparison with the other two types of smart rings,
it can be concluded that the steel smart ring possesses good
properties both in frequency adjustment and amplitude
constraint, while the MR smart ring is limited due to the
low stiffness of the MR sheet.

5.2. Vibration response control

5.2.1. Excitation with variable frequency. The simple control
strategy that the smart ring stays in constriction at all times is
adopted to control the vibration due to a variable frequency
excitation which primarily represents a predictable process
across the resonance. An excitation (frequency range
300–600 Hz, sweeping frequency speed 25 Hz s−1) was

applied to the shell by the shaker after the recovery force of
the SMA actuators reached the maximum and were stable.

Figure 10 shows the amplitude response of the shell
versus time while free (in black), and with the steel–MR smart
ring (in red). The shell mainly goes through three resonance
frequencies with mode shapes m=2, 3 and 4. Without the
smart ring, the amplitude peak can reach a high level and the
amplitude of the mode shape (m=2) is the biggest, equal to
1.6 10 m.5´ - After the temperature of the actuators
stabilizes at 90 °C, the amplitude of all three peaks was
decreased to a great degree and the maximum amplitude of
the three peaks lowered to 6.1 10 m.6´ - The resonance
peaks appear much earlier than in the free situation, giving a
strong indication that the smart ring is capable of frequency

Table 1 Natural frequency and mode shape of the shell (unit: Hz).

Natural frequency and mode shape

Method m=3, n=1 m=2, n=1 m=4, n=1

Hammering method 363.2 456.2 530.1

Figure 9. The transfer function for point P versus different kind of
smart rings.

Table 2. Frequency of shell versus different kind of smart ring
(units: Hz).

Frequency

Inner ring m=3 m=2 m=4

Free 363 453 527
Steel 328/358.5 387 418
MR 334 405 503
Steel–MR 330/351 388 407
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adjustment. Another point to note is that the amplitude of the
shell in a non-resonance region is much lower than that when
the shell is free from constraint, which shows that the smart
ring can always perform well in controlling the vibration of
the shell for the whole frequency range.

The experiment was repeated using the same settings
with each of the other two rings replacing the smart ring. In
order to compare the vibration control effect of the three kinds
of smart rings, the envelope curve of the response is obtained
and the biggest amplitude of response without a smart ring is
set as the reference. The vibration control effect is illustrated
in figure 11, which shows declines in all of the resonance
amplitudes, especially for the tests with the smart rings with
steel and steel–MR inner rings. To be precise, the amplitude
decrement for the two smart rings exceeds 60% and that for
the steel–MR smart ring is 61.5%.

5.2.2. Excitation with fixed frequency. Considering that the
resonance of the shells mostly takes place with unpredictable
excitations during operation, the control strategy of heating
the smart ring once resonance is introduced indicates that a
process of separation–contact–pressure happens between the
shell and smart ring. Taking the mode shape (m=3) as an
instance, the shell was separated from the smart ring at the
beginning and then excited to resonate. Afterwards the SMA
actuators were heated to make the smart ring shrink until the
response of the shell was stable. The responses of the shell
and smart ring are shown in figures 12 and 13 respectively.
Then, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) calculation of the
response of the shell for the whole test process is illustrated
in figure 14(a) while that after control is depicted in
figure 14(b).

As shown in figures 12 and 13, the control procedure can
be separated into four stages. During the first stage, the shell,
which resonated with an amplitude of 5 μm due to the
excitation, is separated from the smart ring. The contact
between the shell and ring happened during the second stage,
which made the amplitude of the shell rise by 4.1%. The
smart ring started to shrink once it was heated and touched the

shell at the 6th second. A basic and small 1.5´ frequency can
be seen in figure 14(a), suggesting that the high efficiency of
the damping and impact energy absorption of the MR sheet
can restrain the nonlinear vibration of the shell due to its
contact and rubbing with the smart ring. In the third stage, the
inherent characteristics of the shell and smart ring are altered

Figure 10. The amplitude response of the shell under variable
frequency excitation.

Figure 11. The envelope curves of the response for shells with
different smart rings.

Figure 12. Amplitude response of the shell with fixed-frequency
excitation versus time.

Figure 13. Amplitude response of the smart ring with fixed-
frequency excitation versus time.
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due to the interaction between them. According to figures 12
and 13, the amplitude of the shell dropped greatly and reached
a minimum at about the 17th second, while synchronously,
the vibration of the ring increased significantly, which is
explained by the smart ring working as a dynamic absorber
absorbing the vibration of the shell during this stage. Finally,
during the fourth stage, the vibration amplitude of the shell
tended to be stable and then decreased to 76.9% of that before
control, with the pressure from the ring increasing and staying
stable at the maximum. In addition, the amplitude of the smart
ring kept to a low value, benefiting from the interaction
between the two components.

Figure 15 shows the response of the shell versus time
while the SMA actuators were heated and then cooled. The
result demonstrates that the response control for the shell is
achieved with an amplitude decline of 78.0% after experien-
cing rubbing and vibration absorption, and the restorability of
the vibration characteristics of the shell is verified with a
slight decrement of 1.3% in amplitude when the smart ring is
cooled to room temperature.

The experiment was repeated with the other two smart
rings replacing the smart ring. The results are presented in
table 3 (details are given in figures A1–A4 in the appendix).

For the steel smart ring, although the final amplitude of
the shell can be decreased by 68.8%, the stability of the
system is poor because the rubbing between the ring and
shell, brought a nonlinear vibration with a large frequency
multiplication and fractional frequency to the shell. The MR
smart ring performed well with regard to stability, but the
control effect is not good enough compared with the other
two kinds of rings. Above all, the steel–MR smart ring
behaves best because of its high stability, rapid effectiveness,
and large amplitude decrement.

In conclusion, by fixing a slice of MR sheet to the steel
ring, the steel–MR smart ring combines the advantages of the
other two kinds of smart rings, which makes it possible to
efficiently achieve vibration control through frequency
adjustment, damping and amplitude constraint.

5.3. Vibration isolation

Vibration isolation is another challenge for aero-engine cas-
ings which always play a role as a connection to transfer the
vibration outward. Due to the complexity of the excitation
usually resulting from rubbing or airflow excitation, the
requirement for the casing to isolate vibrations must be
satisfied. Impact and random loads are two kind of typical
excitation for the casing. Given its effectiveness in the former
experiment, the steel–MR smart ring was selected as the
object to investigate with respect to its ability to isolate the

Figure 14. FFT calculation of amplitude of the shell, (a) the whole process, (b) after control.

Figure 15. Amplitude response of the shell with fixed-frequency
excitation during heating and cooling.

Table 3. The effect of vibration control versus different smart rings.

Smart ring IAc
a (%)

DAs
a (%)

Full time frequency domain
signal

Steel–MR 4.1 76.9 1,´ 1.5´
Steel 27.2 68.8 0.5,´ 1,´ 1.5,´ 2´
MR 4.43 41.0 1,´ 2´

a

IAc is defined as the amplitude increment during the contact while DAs is the
amplitude decrement after stabilizing.
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vibration excited by impacts or random loads. Two para-
meters were defined herein, namely the displacement trans-
missibility Td and amplitude impedance I .d Td is defined as the
amplitude ratio of two measured points, while Id is the ratio of
the amplitude of the measured point to the force amplitude of
the excited point.

5.3.1. Impact load excitation. Impact loads, such as rubbing
between blades and casing, are common loads for aero-engine
casings and in figure 16 both the time and frequency domains
are shown for the experiment.

Taking points 3 and 8 as an example, the curves of the
time domain of the two points are illustrated in figure 17.
Before control, the response of the two points attenuates
slowly and maintains a high amplitude level, however, the
responses get smaller and reduce to the minimum within
0.5 s when the smart ring is heated. The Td of point 8 to 3 is
0.32 and the Id of point 8 is 96 564 Nm−1 while the two
parameters are changed to 0.18 and 152 378 Nm−1 after
control, suggesting the availability of the smart ring which
can have a significant influence on the ability of the shell in
vibration isolation by increasing the damping and stiffness.

Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the Td value of the measure
points with the same phase in circumference and the Id of all
points to their excited points respectively (the values are
presented in tables A1 and A2 in the appendix). Resulting
from the even distribution on the circumference, the results
show a symmetrical distribution. The values of Td are all
reduced by around 20%; however, this is decreased by 57.4%
for points 8 to 3 because points 8 and 3 are placed in the same
phase in the circumference with the center of the inner ring.
At the same time, the Id value of all points increased to some
degree and the increment enlarges as the distance between the
measuring point and the center of inner ring decreases,
especially for points 6–10 which are distributed on the right
side of the smart ring as shown in figure 8. The Id value of
point 8 increased the most, by 57.8%.

The satisfactory vibration isolation performance of the
smart ring with sectional inner rings under impact loads is
validated and the performance possesses a symmetrical
distribution. Therefore, it is pragmatic to improve the effect
of the smart ring by extending the area of the inner ring or
increasing the number of smart rings.

Figure 16. Impact signal both in time and frequency domain.

Figure 17. Comparison between the responses before and after control: (a) point 3; and (b) point 8.

Figure 18. Td of measure points with the same phase in
circumference before and after control.
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5.3.2. Random load excitation. Acoustic excitation in an
aero-engine is always generated by combustion or high speed
airflow and behaves like a random excitation, and is simulated
by a white noise signal in the experiment. The time domain
curve and power spectrum of the random signal are shown in
figure 20.

Figures 21 and 22 represent the time domain curve and
power spectrum of the signals from points 3 and 8. As we can
see, the amplitude responses of both points are reduced.
Furthermore, the overall root-mean-square value of the
amplitude response of the two points are decreased by
29.2% and 31.6%, respectively (listed in table 4). However,
the vibration decrement is concentrated in the resonance
region of the shell (shown in the power spectrum plots).

The decrement of the Td value for points at the same
position circumferentially can reach over 10%, especially for
points 8 to 3, with a value reaching 38.7% (see table 5). It can
be said that the smart ring not only decreases the vibration of
the shell itself but also improves the capability for vibration
isolation by applying added damping and stiffness to the
shell.

Figure 19. Id of measured points to excited points before and after control, (a) for 1–5 points, and (b) for 6–10 points.

Figure 20. The time history curve and power spectrum of the random
signal.

Figure 21. Signal from point 3; (a) time history curve, and (b) power spectrum.
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6. Conclusions

This paper introduces the manufacture and testing of a smart
ring with SMA actuators placed symmetrically. The SMA
actuators are fabricated using Ti50Ni41Cu9 shape memory
alloy plates which have been through heat setting and two-
way shape memory training. Evidence of vibration control
and isolation are given by heating and/or cooling the smart
ring during shell vibration. It is possible to draw the following
conclusions:

(1) Due to the temperature dependence and shape memory
effect of the SMA actuators, the smart ring yields a
1280 N recovery force applied on the shell when heated
at 90 °C. The natural frequency of the test shell with a
steel–MR smart ring varies from 363 Hz (m=3),
453 Hz (m=2), and 527 Hz (m=4) to 330 Hz,
388 Hz, and 407 Hz, respectively. In addition, a new
frequency 351 Hz with mode shape (m=3) is
introduced by the asymmetry of the smart ring. These
are more than acceptable values for amplitude decre-
ments reaching over 50%, showing the interesting smart
ring properties of frequency adjustment and amplitude
constraint.

(2) The steel–MR smart ring not only shows good stability
and quick effectiveness in vibration control for the test
shell, but observably eliminates the nonlinear vibration

characteristics due to contact and rubbing occurring
between the ring and shell during the heating process.
As for the fixed-frequency excitation experiment, the
amplitude decrement can reach 76.9% and the
frequency domain curves just include a basic and small

1.5´ frequency.
(3) The smart ring possesses an excellent ability in isolation

of transient vibration resulting from impact or random
loads. The mechanical impedance of the shell enlarges
greatly on account of the effect of the amplitude
constraint of the steel ring and high damping of the MR
sheet. With regard to impact loads, the value can reduce
by 57.4% at most while the value is 38.7% for random
excitation, suggesting the feasibility of using the steel–
MR smart ring for potential applications of vibration
isolation in the casing of aero-engines.
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Figure 22. Signal from point 8; (a) time history curve, and (b) power spectrum.

Table 4. The overall root-mean-square value of amplitude response
for points 3 and 8.

Points Before control (m) After control (m) Decrement %

3 2.95 E-07 2.09 E-07 29.2
8 9.28 E-08 6.35 E-08 31.6

Table 5. Comparison of the Td of measure points at the same position
circumferentially.

Number of points
Before
control After control Decrement %

1–6 0.42 0.37 11.9
2–7 0.26 0.30 15.3
3–8 0.28 0.38 38.7
4–9 0.33 0.37 12.9
5–10 0.50 0.55 12.0
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